
Angry Birds Go!

**About Angry Birds Go**

Angry Birds Go! is a racing game in which players can drive exciting races with familiar characters

from the Angry Birds games.

In Angry Birds Go! you experience unique races in the Angry Bird universe. Behind the wheel of the

numerous vehicles, there are not any drivers: In this game, the popular birds and pigs from Angry

Birds control the cars. The game convinces especially by its diverse and varied racetracks, which

are located in five different areas. Of course, your goal is always to finish first and leave your

opponents behind. To defeat your opponents even more effectively, you can use the special

abilities of each character. Angry Birds Go! can be played not only in campaign but also in local

multiplayer mode. In addition, you have the opportunity to participate in daily races and time-

limited tournaments.

**Angry Birds Go! - Features:** 

- Exciting races with Angry Birds: Angry Birds Go! is a fast-paced racing game in which characters

from the Angry Birds universe are behind the wheel. All known characters like Red, Chuck, King Pig

or Moustache Pig are available as drivers. Each character also has unique abilities that can be

used during the race. These special abilities can be a clear advantage to you in the race and

should be used wisely.

- Drive varied routes: In Angry Birds Go! varied and exciting routes await you, where no route is as

the previous one. You drive in five areas, each with different difficulties. For example, in addition to

normal race tracks, there are also stunt roads, air courses or off-road races.

- Collect karts: In order to win as many races as possible, the choice of the right vehicle is crucial.

You can choose not only the driver, but also the vehicle. In order that you have a particularly large

selection of vehicles available, it is important that you constantly expand and improve your vehicle

collection. 

- Campaign vs. Multiplayer: Angry Birds Go! can be played both in campaign and local multiplayer

modes. While driving exciting races and collecting rewards in campaign mode, you can play

against your friends in real time in the local multiplayer mode.

- Daily races and tournaments: Angry Birds Go! offers you the opportunity to participate in daily

races or temporary tournaments. Here you can find hidden gifts or win great rewards.

Conclusion: Angry Birds Go! is a fast-paced and fun racing game that reminds in many ways of the

racing game classic Mario Kart.


